INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME

APPLY ON
WWW.SCHOLARSHIPS.WSB.EDU.PL

Three prestigious BA programmes in Management, International Relations and Computer Sciences

No tuition fee

Up to 10 000 euro of scholarship

One of the most international universities in Poland

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US:
DCZERNIAK@WSB.EDU.PL; PURGACZ@WSB.EDU.PL
TEL. +48 32 295 93 16; WWW.WSB.EDU.PL
"Practical knowledge, lecturers, atmosphere are the keystones which build up for international relation studies at the University of Dąbrowa Górnicza"

Paulina Głowacka, PhD
Deputy-Dean
Get one of recognized professional certificates

BA IN MANAGEMENT

STUDY BUSINESS!

Two specialities to choose:
- Financial Engineering
- Project Management

Why to study Management in English?
- Teaching program prepared in cooperation with business practitioners
- Preparing students to obtain international certificates (TOEIC, SPSS, Chartered Financial Analyst, Prince 2 Foundation, IPMA)
- Unique specialty of Financial engineering

"Study programmes are designed in cooperation with our business partners that is why student's knowledge and skills respond to real labour market demands"

Marcin Lis, PhD
Vice-Rector
Computer science students have excellent graduate prospects. IT is one of the fastest growing sectors. IT students educated in Poland are considered as one of the best in the world.

BA IN COMPUTER SCIENCES

BECOME AN EXPERT IN IT

Two specialities to choose:
- Mobile and Cloud Computing Project
- Security and Continuity of IT

Why to study Computer Sciences in English?
- Preparing students to work in international IT corporations
- Preparing students to obtain international IT certificates (CISCO CCNA Security, Auditor of IT Services Management System)
- Bachelor of Engineering degree
- Scholars from reputable foreign universities

Wojciech Muras
CEO, Netology Ltd.

"Computer science students have excellent graduate prospects. IT is one of the fastest growing sectors. IT students educated in Poland are considered as one of the best in the world"